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Bravelands book 4



To the call of the wilderness! Discover the fourth book in this action packed, New York Times bestselling series by the author of Warriors. A fake driver has been destroyed, but Bravelands is still in grave danger. Bravelands animals believed Stinger's death would bring them peace; but no Great Parent
has moved forward, and now the animals are being put into a dangerous imbalance. Thorn struggles with a burden he may not be able to bear, while Sky craves the comfort of the Great Spirit - and wonders if an unimaginable act has driven him out of the Bravelands forever. After an ally is in grave
danger, Fearless blames himself and his desperate thirst for revenge becomes stronger. Now, with a mysterious threat lurking between them, every member of the Great Herd must find the strength to walk the right way or risk the end bravelands forever. The exhilarating new series is the New York Times
bestselling author of Warriors. To the call of the wilderness! Discover the fourth book in this action packed, New York Times bestselling series by the author of Warriors. A fake driver has been destroyed, but Bravelands is still in grave danger. Bravelands animals believed Stinger's death would bring them
peace; but no Great Parent has moved forward, and now the animals are being put into a dangerous imbalance. Thorn struggles with a burden he may not be able to bear, while Sky yearns for the comfort of the Great Spirit - and wonders if an unimaginable act has driven him out of the Bravelands
forever. After an ally is in grave danger, Fearless blames himself and his desperate thirst for revenge becomes stronger. Now, with a mysterious threat lurking between them, every member of the Great Herd must find the strength to walk the right way or risk the end bravelands forever. The exhilarating
new series is the New York Times bestselling author of Warriors. Previous Next Blood and Bone The Spirit-Eaters Shifting Shadows is the fourth book by the Bravelands, published on May 7, 2019. Content[show] Premise A fake driver was destroyed, but Bravelands is still in grave danger. Stinger's death
was supposed to bring peace to the earth; But no Great Parent has moved forward, and bravelands' fate is at stake. With a mysterious threat lurking between them, every member of the Great Herd must find the strength to walk the right way or risk the end bravelands forever. Detailed Plot summary
coming soon to Trivia The Baboons on the cover of Thorn and Berry. Covers English coverDeutsch coverDutch coverAdd a photo to this gallery This is a good continuation of the series. Read the books 1-3 first! Although the first 3 books were obviously designed as a trilogy, and at the end of book 3 could
have been a happy ending for most characters, I was very impressed that it changed very quickly the protagonists are having as many (new) problems as before. But I didn't feel cheap, because the new problems were a partial consequence of the characters' own decisions, not direct works of bad
characters. This is a good continuation of the series. Read the books 1-3 first! Although the first 3 books were obviously designed as a trilogy, and at the end of book 3 could have a happy ending for most characters, I was very impressed that it changed very quickly back to the protagonists, which had as
many (new) problems as before. But I didn't feel cheap, because the new problems were a partial consequence of the characters' own decisions, not direct works of bad characters. I was a little bored at first, but soon they reinvested in the story. I'm actually interested in all the networking now as well,
while I'm mainly just caring about Thorn, the baboon, in the first trilogy. Spoilers sectionas from the previous trilogy, Thorn is the really interesting character. If we thought his plan was tied up before, that's what it was worth. (view spoiler) [ Of course, at the end of book 3, this means that he will be the next
Great Father. At first, Thorn doesn't believe it, and he assumes that if he refuses, the Great Spirit will choose a more qualified man. Since he procrasts so much, and is also about to nominate a leader, then, if there is an attack on the team of enemy baboon troops, the vultures take him down! Thorn
refuses the ceremony and takes a long time to return to the team. It is assumed that he is dead and will come back just as the leadership election is underway. Thorn is too late to nominate me as leader. So, as in real life not only is a happy ending, and if you procrastically, problems are solved for you,
but not necessarily in an optimal way. But his girlfriend Berry nominated him to lead, and he won, so that's okay, right? In war and all, though, Berry is starting to act like a legal version of his father Stinger (the evil dictator/killer/Antichrist's last arc), since where are we supposed to get ideas? But it's hard
to see Berry as a bad character. Thorn never tries to advise or disagree with him, and no one else does either, and his only advice seems to come from some bad Highleafs on the council. There's no Starleaf to advise him. Mud is trying to become Starleaf, but not for initiating a test intentionally because
he doesn't want to advise Berry that he's the wrong driver either. Then, of course Berry's mother will be killed by the enemy team. Berry admits to Thorn that he might not make the right decisions, but he's just trying to do his best as a leader, he has limited insight, but so does everyone else. Then when
Thorn replied that he should listen to him now, since he's actually the new Great Father, he never mentioned this before, It's no surprise he doesn't take it well. Especially since Stinger falsely claimed to be the Great Father and thus had the perfect insight, then why should he believe him? So Berry more
or less breaks up with him, and Thorn must leave completely after saboting the intended killing of the killer leader of the enemy team who surrendered and was in captivity (so he would break the codex). Although, to be fair to Thorn, it would never have been an easy way to break the news for Berry. Berry
and Thorn getting back together at the end of the arc? Berry's going to be super evil? We just have to wait. (hide spoiler)] Sky, the elephant, was pretty boring in the first trilogy. Here he soon becomes more interesting because (view spoiler) [he quits the herd, although it's unknown, since he wants to live
in Rock, the male elephant he's met before. Instead of a simple romantic plot, he soon finds out Rock is an outcast, and when Sky finds out why they break up. Sky then begins to live with his brother and the male elephant company, and it's interesting to see another part of the elephant society. I expect to
see Sky and Rock reunited at the end of the series, but in the meantime you have to wonder when and how it can happen. (hide spoiler)] Of course Fearless, the lion, was the partial cause of his own problems throughout much of the series. But if you remember that these are lions, not humans, I was
more sympathetic to him in this book. (view spoiler) [The main problem with fearless is that his pride, we assume, is that adult lions have a large adult lion, Mighty, to join as a pair of his sister Valor. Fearless reluctantly lets him join, but it's not like an official alliance. So for real lions, pride can be more
than just a male leader, but if the coalition of men is a pride, they either form a kind of alliance or relate. If some strange larger Mighty lion just joins, (which isn't really just allowed), you can expect a leadership challenge one day. Fearless was right to be paranoid. Should the lions resemble human society
though, Fearless needs every ally he can to fight against Titan! And most lions loved Mighty because Fearless isn't a very good leader. So of course Fearless is a kind of spoiled brat and quits with pride. Still, he is the real friends Keen and Ruthless join him. And even His Ruthless little sister Menace was
rescued from the Titan boy, and she's with Sky. I wonder if he will be another enemy, or maybe even a canon of love for the interest of Fearless! (hide spoiler)] Anyway, if you loved Warrior Cats or other animal fantasy do try this series. This is much better than the other Erin Hunter brand spinoff series. ...
more information on product details rating accessibility Heed the call of the game ... discover the fourth In this action packed, New New Times bestselling animal fantasy series by the author warriors! ★ deep characters, a complex plot, rich in mythology, and an impressive setting. Wild and wonderful. –
Kirkus on Bravelands #1: Broken Pride Set in the African savannah and told from three different animals' view, Bravelands will thrill readers who love Spirit Animals and Wings of Fire, as well as the fans who've made Erin Hunter a #1 nationally bestselling phenomenon. A fake driver has been destroyed,
but Bravelands is still in grave danger. Stinger's death was supposed to bring peace to the earth; But no Great Parent has moved forward, and bravelands' fate is at stake. With a mysterious threat lurking between them, every member of the Great Herd must find the strength to walk the right way or risk
the end bravelands forever. + Read more ISBN: ISBN 10: Imprint: Sale: Heed the call in the wild ... Discover the fourth book in this action packed, New York Times bestselling animal fantasy series by the author of Warriors! ★ deep characters, a complex plot, rich in mythology, and an impressive setting.
Wild and wonderful. – Kirkus on Bravelands #1: Broken Pride Set in the African savannah and told from three different animals' view, Bravelands will thrill readers who love Spirit Animals and Wings of Fire, as well as the fans who've made Erin Hunter a #1 nationally bestselling phenomenon. A fake driver
has been destroyed, but Bravelands is still in grave danger. Stinger's death was supposed to bring peace to the earth; But no Great Parent has moved forward, and bravelands' fate is at stake. With a mysterious threat lurking between them, every member of the Great Herd must find the strength to walk
the right way or risk the end bravelands forever. ISBN: ISBN 10: Imprint: For Sale: For Sale:
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